2000 toyota sienna engine

It is named for the Italian city of Siena , in the region of Tuscany. It replaced the first generation
Previa van in with a more conventional front-wheel drive layout and shares a heavily revised
platform with the Camry. Following the discontinuation of GM 's all-wheel drive minivans in , the
Sienna was the only minivan in its class to offer AWD until the Chrysler Pacifica was introduced
with an AWD option in In late , Toyota launched the front-wheel drive model year Sienna in the
North American market as a replacement for the mid-engined, rear-wheel drive Previa. The
Sienna debuted with a 3. Built on an extended platform of the Toyota Camry , the Sienna was
appropriately marketed as the "Camry of minivans," capitalizing on the Camry's popularity and
reputation. The LE and XLE models were equipped with 2nd row captain's chairs while the CE
models came equipped with a 2nd row 2-passenger bench seat. The seats can be easily folded
and individually removed as needed. The XLE models offered leather seats and a wood trim
package. It was built in Georgetown, Kentucky. A year after its release, the Sienna faced new
competition from the redesigned Honda Odyssey minivan, which was larger and now offered a
V6 like the Sienna. In , for the model year , the Sienna underwent a mid-cycle refresh. This
update included a facelift to both front and rear fascias which added a redesigned front grille
and bumper along with revised rear taillights sporting a more modern appearance clear-lens
turn-signals as opposed to amber-coloured. Toyota also revamped the center console area to
add more usability to the HVAC controls along with new locations for the accessory switches
rear vent, power sliding doors , heated seats. The driver side sliding door became standard on
all models, although the roof rack remained optional on the CE models. This generation was
noteworthy for its impressive safety content as one of the few minivans to offer options
including front seat-mounted side torso airbags and Vehicle Stability Control. Anti-lock braking
was standard. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety rated the Sienna "Good" in all six
frontal crash test measures, which was far better than the Previa. The reputation of this
generation was marred by a class-action settlement for an engine oil sludge problem which
affected the V6 engines in many Toyota models. Symptoms of the problem include oil smoke in
the exhaust, oil quickly becoming dark or black after an oil change, gasoline odor in the oil, high
oil consumption, and eventually engine failure. Toyota assigned Yuji Yokoya as chief engineer
on the new Sienna project. The gear stick was moved from the steering column to the center
console and had a gated shift pattern. Seating for eight was optional on lower-level trims, and
the third row seating was fold-flat, [15] allowing the van to transport 4 by 8 feet 1. The most
distinguishable difference on the XLE Limited model was the horizontal chrome bar placed
above the rear license plate. Standard features included remote keyless entry ,
tilt-and-telescopic steering wheel , and high solar energy-absorbing glass HSEA on the
windshield and front windows. All-wheel drive , optional on the more expensive trims included
run-flat tires. The all-wheel drive system continuously divided engine power front and rear. The
AWD version got 16 mpg city driving and 22 mpg highway driving. The turning radius was The
Sienna came standard with anti-lock braking system , brake assist , electronic brakeforce
distribution , traction control and a tire-pressure monitoring system. Side torso airbags and side
curtain airbags were standard on certain and LE and XLE trims while optional on others, but
became standard on all trims. Vehicle Stability Control initially optional on lower trims became
standard for models. All models and later receive a "Good" overall score, while pre models
without side airbags receive an "Acceptable" score for side impacts. Described by AOL Autos
as slipping a sports car in a minivan, Chief Engineer Kazuo Mori an avid autocrosser reportedly
had to overcome opposition to get the SE equipment package included in the line-up. The
previous 3. Toyota continues to offer all wheel drive in the Sienna. New features include an
optional sliding second row with "Lounge Seating" recliner style chairs, a feature previously
seen on the Lexus LS , [29] and Toyota's keyless Smart Key System with push-button start. The
rear seat entertainment option now uses a A driver's knee airbag is now standard as well. When
the second row seats are removed, the bottom of the second row seats, which is similar to a
rack, remains attached to the van floor. This means that with second row seats removed, the
floor is not flat. Toyota is the first automaker to offer a factory installed auto-access seat for
disabled people. The following is a list of differences between the Toyota Sienna third
generation models produced for Canada compared to ones produced for the United States:.
Toyota announced the fourth-generation Sienna in May as a model, and appearing for sale near
the end of It is built on GA-K platform. In addition, the Sienna can be equipped with a third
electric motor to power the rear wheels. Standard and optional family oriented features for the
Sienna include 18 cup holders, 7 USB ports, four-zone climate control, onboard Wi-Fi , rear
entertainment system, power sliding doors and liftgate, and a voice amplification system for the
driver for better communications with passengers seated in the back. Standard
driver-assistance features include adaptive cruise control, blind-spot monitoring, automated
emergency braking, and lane-keeping assist. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Not to be
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Add Complaint. Car has oil sludge problem - Toyota settled class action law suit - but I was
never notified - and it appears a recall was never initiated? This engine was repaired under
Toyota's special repair program. The issue is that the repair does not include enough parts to
properly return the unit into service without compramising the main and rod bearings, as well
as the rear and front seals. I beleive that this portion of the engine was comprimised do to lack
of oil casued by the oil gelling. I base this on my discovery when at the dealer. I am an ase
certified automotive technician with engine speciality ratings, so I can speak as an expert on
this matter. I tried to discuss with Toyota Corp at the local level and they do not see any reason
to continue the discussion. The engine in my Toyota Sienna has a defect that causes engine oil
jelling and leads to a total failure of the engine. The problem first occurred at miles while still
under the new car warranty. Toyota fixed the problem by cleaning the sludge from the value
area of the engine but this did not eliminate the problem. At , there was a complete failure of the
engine that was a result of engine oil gelling. A Toyota technician who inspected the car stated
that there is scaring of the internal engine parts that indicate a history of oil starvation. The oil
starvation problem that caused the engine failure is due to oil gelling problem. Toyota has
agreed to extend the warranty on my vehicle to cover this problem for a period of eight years
with unlimited mileage, however, they are now refusing to honor this warranty. Search
CarComplaints. Service dates: Oct 14 and 15, On July 18, , the Sienna with 81K miles broke
down during a vacation trip. I am currently trying to get Toyota to repair the engine at their cost

and to cover all of my related costs due to the failure e. Toyota fixed but still calls this an owner
issue! Toyota originally insisted people buy new engines but only cleans them now. What about
their modifying this engine starting in July ? This V6 is in 9 models over 6 years and somehow
it's the owners? They get clogged and can't be cleaned. Will it take an engine seizing up due to
engine failure at highway speeds, and a fatality to get Toyota's attention on this" I never
received their "letter" of notification. I had owned it brand new off the lot. I can't afford to keep a
ticking financial time bomb in my garage. Problems with tire wear, transmission and power
steering pump. The vehicle is on it's fourth set of tires at 45, miles due to tracking problem.
There was a whine coming from the torque converter pump. The transmission shifted to neutral
on three occasions. The dealer never mentioned there was early sludge building up in the oil.
The engine made noise and vibrated. Dealer notified. Ltr fwd fm fhwa re their defective Toyota
Sienna xle, the van has problems with engine sludge The dealer discovered engine gel deposits.
The malfunctioning light had come on due to the oxygen sensor per dealer, the brakes squealed
when stopped at low speeds problem continued , and pulled to the left. The dealer could not
duplicate. The engine sludge had come back again due to a burnt hole in the valve which was in
the piston. The tachometer illumination appeared to be out and the bulb was replaced. The
consumer requested reimbursement for the hotel stay and the vehicle rental. The engine
developed engine gel deposits, the oxygen sensor and the brakes squeaked. There were
problems with transmission and tire equipment. Mr the vehicle was on it's fourth set of tires due
to a tracking problem. Dealer saw indications of early sludge build up in the oil. The engine
made noises and vibrated. Sludge build up leading to camshaft failure - fast oil level drop.
Toyota claiming improper maintenance. Have maintenance records for oil changes at intervals
better than recommended. Toyota claims denied because service not performed at Toyota.
There appears to be some other problem with this engine but they won't investigate further due
to sludge even though I can prove proper maintenance. White smoke comes out of the tailpipe
when the engine is started. Toyota dealer says that the rings are bad due to sludge in the
engine. They, and Toyota corporate office, say that the sludge is due to negligent maintenance.
However, oil changes were made at the proper intervals according to the owner's manual. I
tried, unsuccessfully, to convince them that this level of sludge build-up was not reasonable for
an engine of this age. I'm at a loss as to what to do to get Toyota to honor their warranty. This
seems like fraud to me. I took my new Toyota Sienna to be repaired because it was smoking. I
was told that the engine had sludge in it and Toyota was denying any warranty claims. How
does a brand new engine get sludge in it? The pattern is similar - low mileage Toyota vehcles
especially Siennas suddenly smoking and having sludge in their engines, depsite proper
maintenance and regular oil changes. There clearly is a coverup here by Toyota. They are
declining warranty claims rather than trying to deal with the problem. Vehicle made loud noise
when engine runs which sounds like a hardened belt. Dealer replaced belt which did not fix the
problem. Dealer replaced the pulley system which made most of the noise go away, but a slight
belt like whisle can still be heard. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete

history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Toggle navigation Parts. Keep it real. Keep it
Toyota. Your Nearest Online Dealers. Charles Toyota. Shop Now. Distance: Schaumburg
Toyota. Andrew Toyota. These genuine parts fit your Toyota Sienna CE. Can't find what you're
looking for? Try searching here:. Shop Exterior Accessories. Shop Interior Accessories.
Featured Parts and Accessories. Cargo Tote - Black. PT : Cargo Tote - Black. Support Cover.
Roof Rack. Key Finder. PT : Key Finder. As a Toyota Sienna owner, you know you can depend
on your Sienna for many miles to come. Explore Toyota Parts Online and shop an authorized
dealer for all the spare Toyota Sienna parts and accessories you need. Nobody knows your
Toyota better than we do, so trust us to pair you with tires that match your vehicle perfectly.
Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications, features, equipment, technical data,
performance figures, options, and color and trim are based upon information available at time of
publication, are subject to change without notice, and are for mainland U. While every
reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any
errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any information in question with a
sales representative. All information applies to U. Toggle navigation Parts. Keep it real. Keep it
Toyota. Your Nearest Online Dealers. Charles Toyota. Shop Now. Distance: Schaumburg
Toyota. Andrew Toyota. Select a Toyota Sienna Trim Level. Shop Exterior Accessories. Shop
Interior Accessories. Featured Parts and Accessories. Ca
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rgo Tote - Black. PT : Cargo Tote - Black. Support Cover. Roof Rack. Center Console Box. Roof
Racks, Rub Strip. Alloy Wheels, Hub Nut. Key Finder. PT : Key Finder. As a Toyota Sienna
owner, you know you can depend on your Sienna for many miles to come. Explore Toyota Parts
Online and shop an authorized dealer for all the spare Toyota Sienna parts and accessories you
need. Nobody knows your Toyota better than we do, so trust us to pair you with tires that match
your vehicle perfectly. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications, features, equipment,
technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based upon information
available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are for mainland U.
While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not
responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. All information applies to U.

